
FUMC ESL High Beginning Lesson OPD page 88-89

Look at the picture on pages 88 and 89. This is a hotel lobby. Read the paragraphs below. 
Point to the people each paragraph describes.

These women are going to a formal dinner. One lady is wearing a red cocktail dress and high 
heels. One lady is wearing an evening gown. They are waiting on their husbands.

These men are walking down the stairs. One man is wearing a gray vest. His friend is wearing a 
tuxedo and a red bow tie. 

This couple are going for a run. The woman is wearing sweatpants and a sweatshirt. Her 
husband is wearing shorts and a tank top.

This man is checking into the hotel. He has a suitcase. He is wearing a sports coat and slacks. 
He is talking to the hotel clerk.

This woman is wearing pink capri pants and sandals. She is handing her bag to the man 
wearing a uniform.

This woman is talking on the phone. She is pregnant. She is wearing a maternity dress. Her little 
girl is wearing red overalls. She is playing with her Mom’s purse.

This man is carrying luggage. One suitcase is on the floor. The clothes are falling out of the 
suitcase.

This lady is wearing a green sweater. She is pointing to the hotel desk. Her husband is wearing 
a brown pullover sweater.

This man is wearing a suit and tie. The woman is wearing a purple suit. She is talking on the 
phone. They are carrying briefcases.

Students, read this conversation to the class. Then explain what happens in the 
conversation.

Narrator:  James is taking his wife and son to a nice restaurant for dinner. James is 
wearing slacks and a nice shirt. His wife is wearing a dress and heels. James son, 
Ben, comes downstairs. Ben is wearing a t-shirt, shorts and flip flops. Read the 
conversation below.

James: Go get dressed!
Ben: I am dressed.
James: Those clothes are not appropriate. You can’t wear shorts to the restaurant.

Narrator: Ben goes upstairs. In a minute he comes down. He is wearing jeans.

James: The jeans are okay. But you are wearing flip flops. Put on some shoes.
Ben: These are shoes.
James: Don’t argue.

Narrator: Ben goes back upstairs. In a minute he comes down. He has tennis shoes on.



James: Those shoes are okay. But you are wearing a t-shirt. A t-shirt is not appropriate.
Ben: This is a cool t-shirt. I like this shirt.
James: Don’t argue.

Narrator: Ben goes back upstairs. In a minute he comes down. He is wearing a 
pullover sweater over his t-shirt.

James: I wanted you to put on a better shirt. But there is no time. I guess you look okay. 
Let’s go.

Ben: Dad, I don’t look okay. I look awesome!

Look at page 99 in your OPD. Write the words for these four numbers.

24. ______________   25. _______________   26. __________ 28._______________   

Teachers: Show the students examples of these items. These items can also be used as verbs. 
Read these sentences.

1-I have four buttons on my coat. Button your coat. It’s cold outside.
2-My jacket has a zipper.   Zip your coat.  It’s raining.
3-My jacket has snaps.   Snap your jacket. It’s windy. 
4-I have a gold belt buckle.    Buckle your belt.

Phrasal Verbs: We use some verbs with a preposition to make phrases. Read these examples 
and discuss their meaning. Make a sentence with each of these phrasal verbs.

Take off your shoes. Don’t wear shoes inside. Do you take off your 
shoes when you go in the house?

Put on your socks. Your feet are cold. Do you put on socks every day?

Try on this sweater. It is your size. Do you like to try on clothes?

Please dress up tonight. We are going to a party. Do you like to dress 
up?  Do you dress up often?
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